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The following is a list of Nintendo 3DS games and experiences that are available at Nintendo’s booth at 
the 2010 E3 Expo. The games represent some of the industry’s most beloved franchises blended with 
visuals and experiences that take players literally deeper into the game.

Playable Games
The following titles are in development for the upcoming portable Nintendo 3DS system. E3 Expo 
attendees will be given the opportunity to sample actual game play and experience firsthand what the 
games will look and feel like as well as how they have changed.

nintendogs™ + cats
• The adorable puppies of Nintendogs come to life in the palm of your hand on the   

Nintendo 3DS system with even cuter and more expressive puppies. The 
interaction between puppy and player also goes beyond the screens to draw 
players in like never before. 

• Nintendogs uses the built-in camera and facial-recognition technology to enable 
puppies to react to your real-life movements, mimicking your head tilts and 
jumping up to lick you as you lean in.

• The 3D visuals and the deep interaction offered by the touch screen, microphone 
and camera of the Nintendo 3DS system make for a deeper emotional connection 
to your puppies, giving players even greater joy from an already heartwarming 
experience.

• Everything that made the original Nintendogs great also returns, with multiple 
breeds to choose from, accessories for your puppies to wear and the ability to let 
your puppy train and compete in different challenges and activities.

• The game will also introduce cats to the series for the first time.

Steel Diver™

• Steel Diver is a new submarine action-simulation game from Nintendo that uses 
touch-screen control to guide submarines through lush, undersea 3D 
environments. 

• Players will manipulate switches and levers on the touch screen to control their 
sub’s speed, depth, pitch and torpedoes. Branching paths, split-second decisions 
and attacks from enemy ships make for a thrilling undersea adventure with unique 
touch controls.

• Graphically, the 3D in Steel Diver makes it feel like you are peering into an 
aquarium, with the action unfolding before your eyes.

Place game logo here.
Place screenshots here.



PilotWings Resort™

• Nintendo returns to air sports, this time at Wuhu Island – the setting for Wii 
Sports™ Resort and Wii Fit™ Plus. You can soar through the skies over the familiar 
island in a hang glider, jet pack or airplane, each with its own unique controls, its 
own distinct feel of flight and its own new game play in 3D.

• PilotWings Resort offers a wealth of activities, challenges and game play for 
gamers of all tastes, whether you want to be soaring leisurely in the skies over 
Wuhu Island or flying competitively based on time and points.

• PilotWings Resort features a breadth and depth of field that can only be achieved 
with the 3D effects of the Nintendo 3DS system, offering a feel and style of play 
never before seen in a flight game.

Star Fox 64™ 3D
• The Star Fox team triumphantly returns to one of its greatest missions with the 

remake of Star Fox 64 in full 3D.
• The entire Star Fox universe spreads out realistically into the depths of the 

Nintendo 3DS screen. The 3D visuals give players a clearer grasp of distance and 
position, making the game more approachable and intuitive for players to focus on 
the action.

• Star Fox 64 3D also puts the two screens of Nintendo 3DS to use, with the top 
screen featuring the 3D game play.

Place game logo here.
Place screenshots here.



Demonstration Mode Games
The following games are also in development for the Nintendo 3DS system but are not yet playable. On 
the show floor, people are able to watch demos of the games and the ways in which these great franchises 
will incorporate the groundbreaking Nintendo 3DS visual technology.

Kid Icarus™: Uprising
• One of the most longed-for franchises from Nintendo’s long history makes its 

glorious return in spectacular 3D. Kid Icarus is back in a new game designed 
specifically for the Nintendo 3DS system by Kirby™ and Super Smash Bros.™ 
creator Masahiro Sakurai and his development team at Project Sora.

• Kid Icarus: Uprising is a fast-paced and action-packed blend of aerial and 
ground-based shooting built on elegantly intuitive and streamlined play control. 
Boasting game play that is easy to pick up but incredibly deep, the game is sure 
to satisfy novice gamers as well as fans who have been clamoring for a new 
installment in the franchise.

• The hero, Pit, teams up with Palutena, the goddess of light, who bestows on him 
the miracle of flight for limited stretches. With this gift, Pit soars through skies, 
shooting down swarms of enemies along the way, before finally setting down and 
engaging in frantic ground-based battles against Medusa’s underworld army.

• Kid Icarus was originally released for the Nintendo Entertainment System™ in 
1987.

Animal Crossing™

• The world of Animal Crossing comes to life on the Nintendo 3DS system, 
complete with new game play and a new graphical look that, together with 3D 
visuals, breathe new life into the already living, breathing world of Animal 
Crossing.

• In Animal Crossing, players move out on their own to live a life of ease in a village 
of walking, talking animals. But this time around, unexpected circumstances 
suddenly put the player in the role of Mayor in a town they’ve only just arrived in. 
With the help of the many unique townsfolk and one eager secretary, players will 
enjoy making their new town a better place for all to live in.

• Animal Crossing will also take advantage of the enhanced wireless functionality of 
the Nintendo 3DS system.

Place game logo here.
Place screenshots here.



Mario Kart™

• Mario and friends will be shooting shells, splashing ink and throwing banana peels 
across the screen when Mario Kart races onto the Nintendo 3DS system. This 
Mario Kart game will deliver dynamically thrilling races with the 3D visuals of the 
Nintendo 3DS system.

• The game will also offer players a robust selection of connectivity options, 
including ghost data exchange and expanded local and wireless multiplayer 
options. Players will be able to race with friends and others from all over the 
world.

Paper Mario™

• The unique art style of the Paper Mario series gives new definition to 3D when 
coupled with the visual effects of the Nintendo 3DS system. 

Place game logo here.
Place screenshots here.
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